Spectrophotometric study of complex formation equilibria in the presence of interference using hard-soft net analyte signal method: application to drug-metal complexation.
In this article, the ability of a new and efficient hard-soft method, previously proposed by our research group, is reported for modeling of the complex formation equilibria in the presence of interferences. This method is based on the net analyte signal (NAS) concept, which is a part of total signal that is directly related to the concentration of the component of interest. It monitors the concentration changes of any chemical species involved in the evolutionary process without requiring any pure spectra or having previous knowledge about the presence of the interferences. The proposed hard-soft method based on net analyte signal (HS-NAS) only needs a chemical model for one of the species involved in the reaction under study. The reliability of the method was examined by applying it to the measured data and spectrum of the known real systems of Fe(2+)-azithromycin and Ca(2+)-tetracycline.